**MECHANICAL CASE OUTLINE**

**PACKAGE DIMENSIONS**

---

**WLCSP12 1.615x1.31x0.586**

CASE 567RZ

ISSUE O

**DATE 30 NOV 2016**

---

**NOTES:**

A. NO JEDEC REGISTRATION APPLIES.

B. DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS.


D. DATUM C IS DEFINED BY THE SPHERICAL CROWNS OF THE BALLS.

E. PACKAGE NOMINAL HEIGHT IS 586 MICRONS ±39 MICRONS (547-625 MICRONS).

F. FOR DIMENSIONS D, E, X, AND Y SEE PRODUCT DATASHEET.

---

**DOCUMENT NUMBER:** 98AON16593G

**DESCRIPTION:** WLCSP12 1.615x1.31x0.586